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LOGLINE

In times when topics of gender equality and feminism are raised at almost every forum and 
podium, a couple in the 19th century British India practiced and fought for these very ideas.  
ANANDI GOPAL is a love story more than a biopic about the struggle of a husband to teach his 
wife; and wife’s determination to become the first Indian female doctor.

SHORT SYNOPSIS

This is a real life story from 19th century India under British rule.  Yamuna was married to 
Gopalrao Joshi at an age of nine.  Gopalrao had put a condition with her parents before marriage to
teach the her to learn to read and write.  At the time of marriage, Yamuna was given a new name, 
Anandi.  After a personal tragedy with them, Anandi vows to become a doctor and Gopal supports 
her decision.  They are heavily criticised by their kin and society, which does not accept a girl 
being educated and more so become a doctor.  Against all odds Gopal sends Anandi to USA to 
study and become the first female doctor of India!

LONG SYNOPSIS

Anandi was born in an Inamdar Brahmin family in 1865.  She married a widower Gopalrao at the 
age of nine.  Gopal was a post master.  He was a whimsical man and sarcastic too.  Due to this 
nature, it was difficult for young Anandi to gauge how her husband would react at any given 
instance.  Anandi and Gopal had a rough marital life initially.  Gopal wanted to educate Anandi as 
education of women was of utmost importance to him.  Anandi often got a bashing from her short 
tempered husband when he found her deviating from studies.  But they began to open up to each 
other after they shifted to Alibaug.  It created a certain bond between them.  Anandi eventually 
developed an interest in learning.  Gopal would give her a lot of motivation by lending her a 
helping hand in her daily chores.

At the tender age of thirteen Anandi got pregnant.  Gopal’s ex father-in-law passed away, after 
which his mother-in-law Vimaltai and his son (from the first wife) Krishna shifted with Gopal and 
Anandi to their Alibaug home.  Vimaltai would often get into tiffs with Anandi for not doing the 
household work as expected.  But Gopal backed up Anandi.  Months went by and Anandi delivered
a baby.  After just ten days of its birth, the child died due to lack of medical help.  Coming out of 
this trauma, Anandi decided that she would become a doctor and change the fate of many such 
women who were unable to get medical help.  Gopal got her admission at a missionary school in 
Kolhapur.  Anandi faced several hardships adjusting to her British classmates in her school.  
Anandi’s schooling was a challenge for the entire family.  The neighbours and other villagers 
would curse at Anandi when she would pass in buggy of her school teacher Miss Macy.  They 
tortured the family in many ways.  However, Anandi was determined to continue her education.  
However, fate was not in their favour.  Gopal was told that Anandi cannot receive further 
education in the missionary school if she didn’t adopt Christianity.  Gopal takes Anandi with him 
to church.  But in the middle of the baptism ceremony Anandi refuses and decides that she 
wouldn’t forsake her religion.  After travelling to various places, the family finally settles in 
Kolkata.  Anandi received help from Mrs. Carpenter, a noble lady who was moved to read about 



Anandi in a newspaper.  When Mrs. Carpenter offered a helping hand to Anandi, she was initially 
reluctant to go to the USA all by herself.  But Anandi went to study at the Women’s Medical college 
of Pennsylvania, USA. Anandi contracted Tuberculosis during her stay in USA.  Gopal disliked her 
wearing any western clothes or adapting to the western culture.  Therefore, despite of the 
extreme cold winters at US, Anandi never wore a trench coat.  She stuck to her tradition.  By the 
time the Anandi’s convocation ceremony took place, her health had deteriorated badly.  Gopal was
disheartened to see her in such a state.  On returning to India, Gopal and Anandi shifted to Pune.  
Anandi’s health worsened.  Gopal went ahead to seek help of Mehendale Vaidya, an ayurvedic 
doctor.  But Vaidya refused to offer any aid.  Eventually, Anandi lost her battle with Tuberculosis 
and died at the young age of twenty-two.  She was India’s first female doctor.

While Anandi was studying in Medical College of Pennsylvania, she made acquaintance with two 
such women who were also the first from their respective countries to pursue a degree in 
medicine.  Her classmate from Japan Kei Okami returned to her country and started practicing.  
But the king refused to get treated from a woman.  Frustrated, she left practice completely.  Other 
classmate Sabat Islambooli returned to Syria but her husband didn’t allow her to practice.

DIRECTOR’s NOTE

“ANANDI GOPAL is a story of a husband’s struggle and motivation about his stand to 

teach his wife and her response towards it which grew into determination.  In a period 

when girls in India had no rights and power.

It’s a journey of romance, feelings, places and challenges.  Its poetic, dramatic and 

realistic at the same time.  Its about the subtle unfolding of emotions.

ANANDI GOPAL is inspirational at its heart.

Even today in some parts of India girls have to struggle for their basic rights.  The 

amount of struggle they had to face 140 years ago is unimaginable.  ANANDI GOPAL is

the love story of a couple who was way ahead of their time and holds just as much 

relevance in today’s modern era.

This story is not just a biopic.  It is the struggle not only of the period in the past but it 

is about the inner and outer struggle of ANANDI GOPAL.”

- Sameer Vidwans
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BIOGRAPHY:

Being associated with experimental and commercial Marathi theatre for more than 17 years as a
writer, director and actor, Sameer Vidwans is a graduate from the prestigious Film and 
Television Institute of India (FTII) in Pune.  He has co-written Marathi films like, Aghat, Jameen, 
Lagna Pahave Karun, Classmates and Doubleseat and worked with well-known institutes like, 
Theatre Academy, Theatres Pune and Samanvay Pune.

Sameer has directed 4 Marathi Films.  Time please, Doubleseat, YZ & Mala Kahich Problem Nahi. 
Anandi Gopal is his fifth feature film.

FILMOGRAPHY (as director):

- TIMEPLEASE (2013 / feature-fiction / Marathi)

- DOUBLESEAT (2015 / feature-fiction / Marathi)
Won Best Actress (Mukta Barve) award at Zee Gaurav Awards (2016)

- YZ (2016 / feature-fiction / Marathi)

- MALA KAHICH PROBLEM NAHI (2017 / feature-fiction / Marathi)

- ANANDI GOPAL (2019 / feature-fiction / Marathi)

FILMOGRAPHY (as writer):

- DOUBLESEAT (2015 / feature-fiction / Marathi)
Won Best Actress (Mukta Barve) award at Zee Gaurav Awards (2016)

- PASANT AHE MULGI (2016 / TV Series / Marathi)

- MALA KAHICH PROBLEM NAHI (2017 / feature-fiction, Marathi)
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PRODUCER’s PROFILES

NAMAH PICTURES

Namah Pictures is a content driven production company founded by Shareen Mantri Kedia and 
Kishor Arora who have worked together for over a decade now.  Namah Pictures dedicates itself 
to the higher power of compelling stories through feature films and digital content across genres.  
In its endeavour to light up screens with entertaining narratives that connect with audiences the 
world over, it aspires to collaborate with acclaimed filmmakers who have set benchmarks as well 
as next-generation talent.

With Beyond the Clouds (2018), helmed by the Oscar nominated Majid Majidi, the company is 
moving forward to create a diverse content portfolio for a range of audiences. Namah Pictures has 
an interesting array of content lined up for the future and promises to deliver Riveting, Relevant 
and Relatable content across the format of features and web shows.

FRESHLIME FILMS

Akash Chawla co-founded FreshLime Films with Joy Sengupta where they focus on two content 
verticals - Digital and Feature.  Our primary aim - To entertain audiences with Indian stories that 
travel the globe.

FreshLime’s first offering on OTT is the successful series - Karenjit Kaur, The Untold Story on 
Sunny Leone.  One of the highest rated web shows from India, it is now in its 2nd season on Zee5.  
Our first Marathi feature titled Anandi Gopal on India’s first woman doctor back in 1882, was one 
of the most awaited Marathi films and released on 15th Feb 2019.  Our first Hindi feature film 
with the prolific Ajay Devgn and directed by Amit Sharma gets on floor in 2019.

ZEE STUDIOS  /  ESSEL VISION

Within two years of its inception, Zee Studios (erstwhile Essel Vision) became an undisputed 
leader in Marathi cinema as the prime content producer and presenter.  ZEE produced some of the
most successful films in history of Marathi cinema like Duniyadaari, Timepass & Lai Bhaari, and 
set a benchmark for itself and the Marathi film industry as well.  Natrang and Elizabeth Ekadashi 
are two of the films produced by ZEE to receive Best Marathi Film award at the prestigious 
National Film Awards of India.

ZEE Studios challenged the conventions of commercial films with its films like Fandry, Dr. Baba 
Amte, Killa, Sairat & Nude.  These films were liked by audiences as well as film critics, and struck a 
perfect balance at the box office & at getting the critical reception.  Today, Zee Studios has become 
a name synonymous with the best of Marathi cinema, be it artistic or commercial.
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